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Letter from the 
Research Director
Any American born between 1990 and 2000 probably doesn’t remember a world without smartphones, 
Facebook and Game of Thrones.  They also likely don’t recall a time when people kept their shoes on at 
airport security, could go all the way to the gate to see their friends off, or thought “Patriot Act” was just a good 
deed.  Today’s 15 to 25 year olds don’t know an America before the horrific events of September 2001.  They 
are “Generation 9/11.”

For American Muslims, membership in this generation presents additional challenges. Their religious community, 
according to polls, is among the least warmly regarded of any in the country and their country’s news media 
portrays their faith and community negatively 80% of the time.  They face bullying, racial profiling and job 
discrimination.  

Moreover, they face the same challenges of growing up as any other American, from drug and alcohol abuse to 
online safety to risky sexual experiences. And like other Americans, their community also struggles with racism 
and a crisis of religious literacy.  At the same time, American mosques leaders, like their counterparts in other 
faiths, are finding it difficult to meet the unique needs of young people.  

ISPU’s “Meeting the Needs of Generation 9/11” brief series addresses some of these challenges and offers 
actionable recommendations for parents, community leaders and national organizations. Each brief can stand 
on its own or be used as part of the series for a comprehensive approach to tackling the hurdles faced by 
today’s youth and young adults. We brought together practitioners and academics, imams and parents, local 
leaders and national figures, grandparents and college students to craft practical recommendations that could 
be applied in a variety of contexts.  

Though we set out to address a number of pressing topics, we make no claim that our series is exhaustive. 
There are important topics that we have not covered but hope to tackle in the future. These include offline 
bullying and the unique needs of refugee Muslim youth as examples.

We hope these briefs help you meet the needs of this unique generation of American Muslims. We welcome 
your thoughts and questions.

Sincerely,

Dalia Mogahed
Research Director
Institute for Social Policy and Understanding
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Introduction

On Saturday and Sunday, June 6 and 7, 2015, the Institute for Social Policy 
and Understanding (ISPU) hosted a two-day solution seeking convening 
on American Muslim Youth. The convening held at the El-Hibri Foundation 
in Washington, DC brought together 31 American Muslim experts and 

stakeholders ranging in age from 18 to 68. 

The group came together to discuss some of the significant challenges and opportunities faced by young American 
Muslims today, namely young people between the ages of 15 and 25. The group included MBAs, entrepreneurs, mental 
health professionals, social workers, marketers, religious leaders, activists and even a Fulbright scholar. In the words of 
Meira Neggaz, ISPU’s Executive Director, what the diverse group all had in common was, “that we care about young 
people and we want young American Muslims to thrive in America.”

ISPU developed a list of potential invitees through outreach and referrals from practitioners who work with young 
people including American Muslims. The final list was based on a potential invitee’s experience working with American 
Muslim youth, in general, and their ability to contribute to the themes and topics of the convening in particular. The 
final list included end user stakeholders: imams, parents, board members, youth directors, chaplains and national 
youth organization representatives. Consideration was also given to their geographic, religious and ethnic diversity. The 
31 participants selected were individuals who met these criteria and were willing to participate in the two-day set of 
discussions.

While there is a great deal of useful research on American Muslims, very little of it is ever acted on. ISPU brought this 
group together to operationalize some of the research by posing the questions, “So What? Now What?” 

ISPU as host and convener provided funding and staffing for the workshop. ISPU also created a facilitated and 
supportive environment for open and honest conversation. Discussions and recommendations from the convening 
were both a research tool and source for this report on American Muslim Youth. 

To encourage open and free conversation and discussion, the convening honored Chatham House Rule. Comments 
have not been attributed to participants. No live tweeting or social media was allowed during the sessions and no 
individual audio- or video-recording in the room was permitted. 
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ISPU’s focus on research making an impact 
guides the organization to address and 
answer questions critical and relevant to 
American Muslim communities. “How can 
we meet the needs of Muslim youth?” is one 
of the top questions that ISPU gets asked by 
its stakeholders and supporters. 

The convening focused on young American Muslims 
between the ages of 15 and 25, or younger Millennials. 
According to Pew Research Center, the Millennial 
generation is “forging a distinctive path into adulthood.”1  
Coming of age during a time of technological change, 
globalization and economic disruption, their behaviors 
and experiences are unique. Millennials are the first 
digital natives and the most racially diverse generation in 
history. Behaviorally—in comparison to their parents—
they have low levels of social trust, are less linked to 
organized politics and religion, more linked by social 
media, more likely to defer marriage, and more optimistic 
about the future.2

Understanding this generation’s broad characteristics is 
critical when looking at young American Muslims. Young 
American Muslims are unique in that they are the first 
true post-9/11 generation. As a generation that was 
born or came of age around 9/11, they have grown up 
at a time when the negative perception and coverage of 
Muslims in the media is pervasive.3

According to Roland Schlatz, Founder and CEO of 
Media Tenor International, “80 percent of all reports on 
Muslims and Islam are negative.”4  By comparison, “70 
percent of the coverage on North Korea—a designated 
terrorist state—is negative.”5 Additionally, the media 
overwhelmingly ties Islam and Muslims to terrorism,6  
placing a great deal of pressure on the personhood and 
identity of young American Muslims. 

Why this Convening on 
American Muslim Youth?

The almost constant external attacks have a 
compounding effect when added on to the challenges 
youth already face as older adolescents (15 to 17) 
and emergent adults (18 to 25). Adolescence and 
emergent adulthood are periods of great transformation 
accompanied by complex changes in the brain and the 
body. Cognitive processes such as reasoning, planning, 
judgment, and self-regulation evolve and grow at this 
time and are not complete until at least the age of 25.7  

As a result, adolescent and emergent adult behaviors 
shift dramatically during this period. The most common 
behavioral changes seen across cultures are: 1. increased 
novelty seeking; 2. increased risk-taking; and 3. a social 
affiliation shift toward peer-based interactions.8 

According to the National Institute of Mental Health, 
young people in this age range are at their, “lifelong peak 
of physical health, strength, and mental capacity.”9   They 
are also at their most hazardous age. Mortality rates due 
to injury increase significantly in late adolescence (15 to 
19 years old), as do rates of death due to injury, crime 
rates among young males, and rates of alcohol abuse.10  

ISPU’s joint research with the Family and Youth Institute 
(FYI) has shown that young American Muslims are 
not that different from their peers.11 Socialized and 
acculturated with their non-Muslim peers, their behaviors 
mimic those of the broader population. For example, 
according to State of American Muslim Youth: Research 
and Recommendations, an alarming number of young 
American Muslims engage in risky behaviors including 
substance abuse, risky sexual behaviors and gambling. 

Although most young people do transition through 
this age successfully, genes, childhood experiences, 
and environment can positively or negatively impact 
development. Support, guidance, family bonds, and a 
strong foundational development at this stage are critical 
to life-long mental health.12 
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At the family and community levels, parental and adult 
involvement, and a young person’s sense of belonging, 
are harbingers of their future success and well-being. 
At the community level, quality youth programming—
online, offline, youth-led, and adult-led—seem to be key 
to integrated identity development.

Qualitative research by ISPU suggests that American 
Muslim parents are struggling to provide young 
American Muslims the supportive environment they 
need. Many young American Muslims feel unsupported 
and misunderstood by their parents. Children of 
immigrants feel misunderstood because their parents 
do not understand American social contexts and youth 
culture.13  Children of American Muslim converts say their 
parents cannot understand their challenges because 
they were not raised as Muslims.14 

American Muslim communities’ efforts to date are not 
hitting the mark for young American Muslims either. 
Many young American Muslims, “feel disconnected, 
judged, excluded and unsafe in mosques.a”15 Convert 
youth and African American Muslim youth in particular 

a  Mosque: A Muslim place of worship.

feel isolated and unwelcome as many American Muslim 
communities do not recognize or empathize with their 
challenges—namely post-conversion crises for convert 
youth and racism for African American Muslim youth. 

Although some mosques and community centers 
have youth programming, and some national Muslim 
organizations focus on youth development, these 
programs are frequently underfunded and under-
resourced.16  Not finding solace or support in American 
Muslim institutions and feeling increasingly alientated in 
their Muslim spaces, many young American Muslims 
feel like they don’t fit in anywhere.
 
Thus, there is an urgent need in American Muslim 
communities to recognize and understand American 
Muslim youth’s vulnerabilities, as well as the risks 
associated with certain behaviors and the serious 
consequences of those risks.17 Even more critically, 
American Muslim communities need to develop strategic 
solutions for both proactive prevention and effective 
intervention. 

Findings from Past Research
Relevant research on American Muslim youth includes the joint ISPU and FYI report, State of American Muslim Youth: 
Research and Recommendations by Dr. Sameera Ahmed, Executive Director, Family and Youth Institute (FYI),18 and a 
literature review Young Adult participation in American Congregations by Faiqa Mahmood, ISPU Fellow.

Key Findings from State of American Muslim 
Youth: Research and Recommendations
American Muslim Youth Are 
Similar to their Non-Muslim Peers 
• American Muslim youth are socialized in non-Muslim 

settings—whether it be the schools they attend, the 
camps they go to, etc.

• American Muslim youth are exposed to the same 
media messaging as non-Muslims (e.g. values, 
standards of beauty, perception of Muslims).

American Muslim Youth are 
Unique 
• Despite all these similar exposures and attitudes, 

the experiences of American Muslim youth are 
unique from their non-Muslim peers. For example, 
most American Muslim youth will experience some 
form of Islamophobia. However, their individual 
experiences are also unique based on their location, 
socioeconomic and racial backgrounds.
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Several underserved and at-
risk American Muslim Youth 
populations exist:
• Convert youth

• African American youth

• Youth engaging in risky behaviors 

Convert Youth 
o	Young converts are making a major life change 

at a time when they are still dependent on their 
parents physically, financially and emotionally. 
If their parents are not supportive of their 
conversion, it is important for them to have 
an alternative support system in the American 
Muslim community. 

o	Young converts often find that their experience 
as new Muslims is dependent on their race, 
both the race from which they convert and 
the predominant race of their adopted Muslim 
community. For example, converts from the 
African American community assimilating into 
an immigrant Muslim community may face 
racism. 

o	Young converts also find that their experience 
as new Muslims is dependent on gender. The 
FYI’s research found that gender impacts 
integration. It’s easier for women converts 
to integrate particularly if they’re identifiably 
Muslim. 

o	Converts’ integration into the American Muslim 
community is also dependent on the profile of 
their mosque and community (size, diversity, 
location, etc.) they are joining. Typically, urban 
mosques are larger, more diverse, and offer 
more programming, and thus are easier to 
integrate into.

African American Youth 
o	 In their everyday lives, African American 

Muslims are viewed as black first. The reality of 
institutionalized racism and their sociocultural 
context has a deep impact on African 
American Muslims. American Muslim mosques 
and communities must understand the impact 
of this reality on their lives.

o	Young African American males may be more 
inclined to see Islam as an alternative, given 
numerous positive images of African American 
Muslim males within popular culture, as well as 

the African American community. They relate to 
prominent African American Muslims including 
Malcolm X, Mohammed Ali, Kareem Abdul 
Jabbar, Yasiin Bey (formerly Mos Def), Lupe 
Fiasco, Q-Tip, Freeway, Keith Ellison, Andre 
Carson and many others—as Muslims, as 
Americans and as African Americans. 

o	Many immigrant Muslim communities are not 
aware of—or choose not to acknowledge—the 
historical and current contributions of African 
American Muslims to the building of America. 
In addition, African American Muslims’ 
experiences and perspectives are often not 
included within the American Muslim narrative.

o	Elder African American Muslims in the 
community often converted as adults and 
sometimes struggle to relate to African 
American Muslim youth. 

o	As a result, African American Muslim 
youth have difficulty in identifying living role 
models that can empathize with their youth 
experiences and struggles. 

American Muslim Youth engaging in 
potentially risky behaviors 
o	Studies indicate patterns of increasing risky 

behavior including drug and excessive alcohol 
use among youth.

o	According to the Substance Abuse and Mental 
Health Services Administration’s (SAMSHA) 
2010 National Survey on Drug Use and Health, 
63% of full-time college students in the United 
States consumed alcohol in the month prior 
to the survey. The FYI has explored alcohol 
use in various sample populations, and their 
data analysis indicates that one in two Muslim 
college students reported alcohol consumption 
in the year prior. 

o	The FYI’s preliminary research on American 
Muslim illicit drug use indicates usage by 
one in four Muslim youth. This rate is similar 
to SAMSHA’s rate of usage by non-Muslim 
college students. 

o	FYI research identified a study of American 
college students in which lifetime prevalence of 
non-marital sexual intercourse was 76 percent. 

o	 In a national sample of college students, 
the lifetime prevalence of sexual intercourse 
among never married Muslim college students 
was 54 percent. 
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o	Engaging in one form of risky behavior 
increases the likelihood of engaging in other 
risk behaviors. 

o	There was no significant difference in alcohol 
and marijuana usage, and sexual activity 
between genders.

o	More men than women use tobacco, 
particularly prior to college.

The American Muslim Youth convening focused primarily 
on intervention and prevention. Key findings from State of 
American Muslim Youth: Research and Recommendations 
on prevention and intervention include: 

Prevention
The first step is effective youth programming. 
Components of an effective youth program include:

• Collaboration and partnership between groups 
serving youth

• Youth empowering programs in environments that 
are strength-based, youth-generated, and address 
their identified needs

• A positive relational experience with peers, mentors 
and adults

• Clear programmatic objectives and goals that inform 
and direct youth activities

• A multi-method, multimodal approach to achieve 
programmatic goals

• Opportunities for varying levels of participation 
and multiple points of entry to allow for greater 
participation

• Integration of social media and technology

• Financial sustainability

Intervention
With regard to intervention, there are several areas of 
focus:

• Strengthening families and their ability to deal with 
challenges – teaching parents to more effectively 
communicate and engage with their children so 
that the parent-child relationship can serve as a 
protective factor.

• Engaging in school – creating programs where 
American Muslims can engage and feel respected.

• Making mosques welcoming – creating an 
atmosphere in the mosque where youth feel 
welcome and not judged or ostracized.

• Promoting exploration – developing spaces where 
youth can explore their identities, and gain exposure 
to art, culture, performance, etc.

• Developing a better understanding – between 
American Muslim communities and the wider 
American landscape.

The FYI report also makes recommendations around 
three developmental contexts (family, school, and the 
Muslim community) that must play a role in enhancing 
American Muslim youth development. Finally, it is believed 
that a more nuanced understanding of American Muslim 
youth developmental contexts—along with research 
findings and programmatic recommendations—will 
enhance current youth development efforts. 

Literature review of Young 
Adult participation in American 
Congregations
As part of ISPU’s research for their study Reimagining 
Muslim Spaces, the piece Young Adult Participation in 
American Congregations by LiErin Probasco serves as 
a set of case studies that can be reviewed to identify 
best practices from other faith traditions that can be 
replicated in the American Muslim context.

In this study:
• Young adults are adults between 18 and 34. And 

the data was collected from two (2) major studies: 

o	FACT National Survey, 2010 – very few 
mosques were included in this survey

o	Mosque survey by Dr. Ihsan Bagby 

• Congregations with 21% or more young adults 
qualified as congregations with “significant” young 
adult participation (Only 16% of congregations had 
“significant” young adult participation).

From Dr. Ihsan Bagby’s 2011 mosque survey, the 
number of mosques and the number of congregations 
are increasing. Between 2000 and 2011 there was a 
74% increase in the number of mosques.19  However, 
the primary concern of many mosques is their inability to 
engage and keep youth in mosques. 

This seems to be a challenge across faith traditions. 
According to the Pew survey, approximately one in 
three young adults (ages 18-33) surveyed are religiously 
unaffiliated.20 However, lack of religious affiliation does not 
necessarily mean lack of interest in religion. According to 
College Students’ Belief and Values (CSVB) survey, 80% 
of college freshmen expressed interest in spirituality.21
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Thus, there isn’t a clear way to engage young American 
Muslims—as the mosque for many is not somewhere 
they regularly attend. However, there are opportunities 
there to meet young people where they are. Many young 
American Muslims are not becoming irreligious per se; 
they are just becoming unaffiliated. 

Engaging with young people and meeting them where 
they are needs to be a stated and deliberate priority 
of any congregation seeking to engage youth. Having 
said that, congregations and their leaders need to set 
realistic expectations and invest in the next generation 
without expecting immediate returns.

Seeking Solutions Together
Over the course of two days, groups engaged in 
dynamic conversation using the World Café model on 
the following six (6) questions presented by ISPU. 

1. How can we provide better support to convert 
youth? 

2. What can we do to prevent drug use among 
youth? How can the American Muslim 
community better address the needs of youth 
struggling with addiction?

3. Growing up online, youth face numerous 
challenges and opportunities. How do we keep 
American Muslim youth safe online line from 
radicalization, pornography, child predators, 
and bullying? 

4. Simultaneously, how do we nurture positive 
online engagement through social media, peer 
networks, apps, and online content?

5. How can predominantly South-Asian and 
Arab-American mosques promote a greater 
understanding of race, civil rights, and create 
inclusive environments for African American 
Muslim youth?

6. What basic knowledge and literacy gaps about 
Islam are important to fill for American Muslim 
youth and what resources already exist?

As questions 3 and 4 both addressed youth online 
engagement, these two questions were combined for 
the purposes of the report. 

These particular questions were chosen because they 
addressed some of the most pressing issues facing 
Muslim young people according to both qualitative and 
quantitative research. The selected questions are not 

meant to be exhaustive of all challenges. We recognize 
for example that we did not address offline bullying, or 
the unique needs of refugee youth. These important 
topics may be the focus of future research.

A large number of ideas, opinions, and solutions were 
presented as participants engaged in timed blocks of 
discussion on each question on the first day. On the 
second day, groups worked to refine and detail some of 
their discoveries into actionable recommendations. 

The recommendations presented by the groups are 
varied and diverse. However, they had several common 
threads and themes. Most of the recommendations 
included: 

• A needs assessment

• A focus on promoting education, awareness or 
training on their focus issues

• An emphasis on engaging supporting, celebrating, 
and advocating for youth,

• Development or repackaging of content or 
programming (khutbas, videos, talking points)

• A youth-led component (educating parents, content 
creation and production, online promotion)

• Investing in youth and youth-targeted content and 
resources

• Developing and implementing policies to force 
change

• Capacity building efforts 
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“Adolescence 
has always been 
characterized by 
emotional intensity, 
impulsivity and risk 
taking, the bid for 
autonomy, the quest 
for identity, and the 
desire for intimacy—
sexual and otherwise. 
To a teen, tech is the 
perfect accessory. 
It’s the do-it-all tool, 
the Swiss Army 
knife for modern 
adolescence.”

—Catherine Steiner-Adair, 
The Big Disconnect1

Growing Up Safe 
and Positively 
Engaged Online:
How do we keep American 
Muslim youth safe online? How 
do we nurture positive online 
engagement?

Introduction and Key Themes
Technology is a major part of our lives today. Teenagers in particular spend a 
great deal of time online. According to Common Sense Media, teenagers 
average about 50 hours of screen time per week. Nine out of ten teenagers have 
used social media; three out of four have a social media account. Their overall 
development is significantly impacted by the time spent and content consumed 
online.2

Smart phones, laptops, tablets, and other devices offering online access have 
become central to teens’ lives. Online, they connect with friends, do homework, 
do research, shop, take photographs, and so much more. The internet offers 
endless opportunities for engagement—positive and negative.3 

Living online, youth—as well as the adults they interact with, such as parents, 
teachers, youth directors and others—need to know how to be responsible 
digital citizens. To guide and support safe and responsible online behavior, and 
to promote positive online engagement, adults interacting with youth have to be 
digitally and media literate. With the constant and rapid advances in our digital 
world, staying current can be daunting, but it has never been more important 
than it is today. 

During the June 2015 ISPU convening, two sets of discussions were hosted. 
One focused on understanding and addressing the numerous challenges young 
American Muslims face online, and the other on promoting positive engagement 
online. These discussions were combined for the purposes of the report. 
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Some themes and recommendations from the discussions are below: 

Responsible Digital Citizenship 
As citizens of cyberspace, responsible digital citizenship is a must for American 
Muslim youth. Online safety is paramount in today’s world, as is the ability to 
“think critically, participate responsibly, and behave ethically.”4 

Common Sense Media, Edudemic, and others have developed resources 
for parents and educators seeking to promote safe and responsible digital 
citizenship in their youth. Curricula from these organizations include sessions 
on: online safety, understanding digital footprints, respectful online behavior and 
media literacy in engaging formats like case studies, games and icebreakers, 
panel discussions and toolkits.5

Radicalization
An online risk specific to American Muslim youth is radicalization. The US 
Department of Homeland Security defines violent radicalization as “the process 
of adopting or promoting an extremist belief system for the purpose of facilitating 
ideologically based violence to advance political, religious, or social change.”6

Radicalization rarely occurs exclusively online, but online communication is a 
critical tool for violent extremists.7 The Islamic State and other organizations are 
courting youth via the internet, and according to Think Progress, “ISIS’ extensive 
social media network carries at least 500 million messages a day through more 
than 46,000 Twitter accounts.”8

Typically, the combination of expert multimedia strategies and conducive 
narratives by charming storytellers is targeted toward a “computer savvy, media 
saturated, video game addicted generation.”9 Reflecting changes in internet 
trends and usage, there is a shift away from dedicated websites and forums, and 
a movement toward mainstream platforms like YouTube, Facebook,10 Twitter11 
and Instagram.12

The old adage, “prevention is better than cure,” applies to radicalization, as well 
as to preventing drug use and addiction. Youth prone to drug use and addiction 
are very similar to youth prone to radicalization. The former seek to escape their 
isolation and alienation through drug use and addiction, while the latter seek to 
belong through other negative endeavors. 

According to Humera Khan, the Executive Director at Muflehun, a nonprofit 
focusing on the potential of young people, preventing radicalization starts with 
raising awareness. Parents and other adults interacting with youth need to know 
the threat that exists and to focus on raising barriers to how youth encounter 
or access radicalization, thus preventing youth from wanting to even consider 
radicalization in the first place.13
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Raising Awareness 
The internet is a core part of life today, yet few are skilled in internet safeguarding 
and cannot discern between fact and falsehood in the content they consume. 
According to the Institute for Strategic Dialogue’s Policy Briefing: Countering the 
Appeal of Extremism Online,15 a survey of schoolteachers in the UK found that:

• Approximately one in three young teens believed search engine results to be 
truthful.

• Approximately one in four failed to verify information sourced from a new 
website. 

Research indicates media literacy and critical consumption skills are factors 
in protecting16 and safeguarding youth against radicalization propaganda. 
Additionally, similar initiatives relative to bullying, predators, and pornography 
already exist and have proven to be effective.17 

As isolated and vulnerable “American Muslim youth with black and white views 
of the world turn to the internet, raising awareness of online radicalization tactics 
and ways to protect against them is more important than ever before.”18  

Protecting against online radicalization focuses on skills development, namely: 

• Developing critical consumption skills - to help vulnerable youth recognize, 
identify and become resilient to online propaganda techniques; to learn 
source verification skills to gauge the truth of online statements.

• Developing digital literacy skills and training programs to help youth 
understand the internet and various online tools. 

• Deconstruction of extremist narratives - to help those most at risk to 
understand the narrative techniques used by extremists.

Protecting against online radicalization also depends on creating positive 
alternatives to online radicalization and other negative and risky behaviors.

Critical Consumption and Digital Literacy 
Skills
Critical consumption and digital literacy skills work hand in hand. Effective digital 
literacy programs use the “ladder of participation” theory to move consumers 
up the participant chain from passive user to active contributor.19 That is, these 
programs teach youth how to critically consume information, and empower them 
to be messengers or producers. To move up the critical consumption ladder 
easily, consumers need to be digitally literate. 

Deconstructing Extremist Narratives
Customized workshops and one-on-one conversations work to deconstruct the 
subtle nuances and overlooked details in audio, visual, and text-based extremist 
propaganda. Deconstruction attempts to break out the media components and 
text used in extremist narratives, and then to identify their underlying and very 
deliberate messages.20

“You have to use 
your mind.” 

—Imam Mohamed Magid, 
Executive Director of the 
ADAMS Center in Sterling, 
VA.14
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Positive Online Alternatives
As mentioned earlier, protecting against online radicalization also depends on 
creating positive alternatives to online radicalization, and other negative and risky 
behaviors. These include: 

Understanding and Leveraging Social Media 
Youth need space and privacy to interact with like-minded peers. Social media 
is valuable because it allows youth this opportunity, as well as the chance to 
explore their identities. The social media landscape changes quickly and in 
201521 includes:

• Twitter and Facebook with robust offerings including publishing, networking, 
sharing and discussion platforms.

• Instant messaging apps like WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, and SMS.

• Publishing platforms like Wordpress, Tumblr, and SquareSpace.

• Networking platforms like LinkedIn.

• Sharing platforms like YouTube and Vimeo (video), Instagram and Pinterest 
(images), Vine (video), Google Plus, and Periscope (livestream).

• Discussion platforms like Snapchat and Reddit.

To engage with youth on social media, parents, youth directors, and educators 
need to understand the value, utility, and popularity of different platforms. 
For example, today American youth prefer private group instant messaging, 
tweeting, texting, and video sharing to email and Facebook. In line with global 
trends toward mobile usage, teens prefer logging in from their mobile devices, 
and prefer video to any form of static engagement. 

In another example, Facebook and Snapchat are interactive peer (not parent) 
social networks. Thus, it is not likely that youth will “friend” parents or that parents 
will successfully engage their kids directly in the medium. On the other hand, 
a chaplain or youth director who is closer in age to the group will have more 
success in engaging youth directly on one of these platforms.

Authentic and Relevant Online Content 
American Muslim youth most likely spend more time online than they do in Muslim 
centers.23 Yet much more content and programming is created for those spaces 
than is created for online consumption. American Muslim youth need access to 
relevant content online that meets them where they are, and helps them navigate 
and balance out all the negative content online. 

Some suggestions from participants regarding relevant content: 

o	Cool vs Corny – Production Value is Less Important

 The youth psyche needs to be considered and understood when creating 
content for youth. American Muslim youth are very digitally savvy and 
have a strong cool vs corny radar. As consumers of nascent content 
on Snapchat, Periscope, and abridged content on Vine and Instagram, 
youth are more focused on quick and compelling, and less on production 
value. 

“I’ve received 
messages from 

thousands of 
people—both 

Muslims and non-
Muslim—noting how 

Adnan’s story has 
humanized Muslims 
for an international 
audience in a way 

that PR campaigns 
never could. For 
once, a devoutly 

religious young 
Muslim man was 

the center of a story 
with no connection 
to terrorism, a story 
that elicited global 

support and empathy 
for him and his 

family.”

—Rabia Chaudry, Fellow,  
New America22
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o	Take Advantage of Online Trends 

 Caitlyn Jenner’s transgender metamorphosis, a trending topic the week 
before the convening was mentioned by participants as an opportunity 
to leverage online content promoting a better understanding of American 
Muslim views on gender reassignment. Also, the podcast Serial, a shining 
example of an authentic, engaging and dynamic narrative, was the most 
popular podcast to date and helped to humanize Muslims. Tagging 
#serial to online content on American Muslim youth, Muslim perspectives 
on justice and Islam in prisons would elevate the reach of this content.

o	Gaming

 One participant stated, “Islamic games are so lame, no one plays them.” 
According to Anita Sarkeesian—founder of Feminist Frequency, and 
critic of video games’ negative, sexual stereotypes about women— 
“There’s a massive paradigm shift; gaming is becoming more diverse 
and inclusive.”24 If that is true, perhaps instead of creating Islamic games, 
young American Muslim gamers should try to work with the gaming 
industry to positively reframe narratives around existing Arab and Muslim 
characters in popular games. Similar to other forms of media, existing 
Arab and Muslim characters in popular video games (e.g. Call of Duty 
and Warfare) are often portrayed negatively, and linked with violence and 
terrorism. 

By Youth, For Everyone Education and Content Creation
The digital education and content creation cycle needs to be inverted so adults 
can be informed by youth. Youth are more dexterous and able to keep up with 
the pace of online digital and media trends than their parents and other adults in 
their communities. 

Promoting youth-led digital education and content development is ultimately a 
win-win for all parties. For American Muslim youth, it is an opportunity to engage 
online in ways that interest and benefit them. For adults in the community, it 
is an opportunity to gain much needed skills, and to promote positive youth 
development. 

Youth-led digital literacy events like the AARP funded program, Mentor Up (www.
mentorup.org) for teens teaching older adults helps older adults stay connected. 
Similarly, a quick high-level program can be developed for teens to help their 
parents understand Snapchat, Periscope, Facebook, Instagram and the other 
myriad social media apps out there. 

For content to go viral, it needs to match the medium as well as the target 
audience. No one knows this better than the ultimate consumers of content—
youth. Youth-led content creation at Muslim centers can focus on repackaging 
brick and mortar event recordings. In Muslim centers, youth may engage with a 
speaker for 30 minutes, but online attention spans are much shorter. If existing 
content can be repackaged into two-minute videos, they can be released and 
disseminated online. 
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Youth Development in Mosques

Youth Needs Assessment 
Currently American Muslim youth’s online needs are not well understood. An 
annual American Muslim youth needs assessment at Muslim centers would 
provide a better window into youth needs and preferences in the online space 
(narratives, types of content, and modes of consumption) facilitating the 
development and repackaging of content into relevant online content. 

Online Governance Policy 
Muslim centers seeking to engage youth online need to have an online presence, 
and an online policy that supports empowering youth and youth engagement 
policies. Youth-led committees can manage an organization’s Facebook profile 
and twitter feed, but to establish sustainable digital youth programming a 
governance framework and policy needs to be in place.  

Digital Youth Programming 
Successful Muslim centers often have an informal volunteer coordinator to help 
coordinate activities. For youth-led efforts to be successful, a youth coordinator 
role is needed to support the youth director. 

Youth like IRL (in real time) programming that complements URL (online) 
programming. IRL youth programming can include career workshops and 
meetups focused on careers in media, broadcast, video production and online 
content creation. Other programming can be decided based on the results of 
needs assessments. 

Youth also need funding and scholarships to develop digital and media skills, 
including post production, digital media production, user experience and user 
interface (UX/UI), web development, graphic design, copyediting, and front and 
back end development. 

Hackathons and Migrogrants
One way of identifying fund-worthy projects and individuals is through hackathons. 
Hackathons are 48-72 hour events focused on creating unique solutions to a 
problem through intense collaboration. They are popular in the tech and startup 
world and are finding a place in many other ecosystems. 

A hackathon for American Muslim youth held at a Muslim center would 
encourage youth creativity. It would also incentivize youth because winning 
projects promoting positive online engagement could receive microgrant funding 
for implementation.

Project-based microfunding would address the limitations of funding for training 
and would offer youth the opportunity to develop their digital and media skills. 
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Create and Amplify Positive Stories and 
Storytelling
Youth are drawn to organic hashtags and initiatives like #ourthreewinnersa and 
#feedtheirlegacyb that celebrate life even in the depths of tragedy. The breakout 
podcast, Serial is a shining example of an authentic, engaging and dynamic 
narrative with broad appeal. 

Storytelling Competitions
Creating a platform for positive and authentic American Muslim stories can 
begin with hosting storytelling competitions in your Muslim center. With the 
goal of helping American Muslim youth create their own narratives, a storytelling 
competition can be conducted in partnership with local Muslim writers, or in 
conjunction with Muslim writers groups like the Muslim Writers Collective. 

With regard to dissemination, the event can be live streamed via Periscope, and 
winning stories can be converted to podcasts, cartoons, memes, viral tweets, 
and Snapchat stories to gain traction and wide dissemination. 

Repackage Existing Digital Content
A great deal of positive content for American Muslim youth already exists online 
and can be repackaged. For example, there are several TED Talks by Muslim 
storytellers and influencers. Muslim comic book artists and digital storytellers 
(mainly European)—including Soufeina “Tuffix” Hamed—have a robust online 
digital presence and tell authentic stories to Muslims and non-Muslims. 
Repackaging this content—as well as long form content on YouTube—into 
shorter, slicker videos will elevate its value and potential for dissemination among 
youth.  

Digitize Brick and Mortar Content
Repackaging brick and mortar content can bridge the gap between physical and 
digital programming. Brick and mortar organizations host numerous in person 
events. Many organizations also record these events. Some upload these event 
recordings on their websites, YouTube, podcasts, etc. 

Muslim centers that do upload the recordings do so in full with little to no editing 
or post production. Videos are getting shorter and slicker as are teen attention 
spans. The net result is that though a great deal of important and high quality non-
digital content exists, very little of it is leveraged and viewed in digital ecosystems. 
If, for example a youth-led production group could repackage an in-person youth 
discussion series at a Muslim center for online dissemination, and a youth-led 
marketing group could promote it across social media, everyone would benefit.  

a #ourthreewinners: Online campaign started after the murder of Deah Barakat, Yusor Abu-Salha 
and Razan Abu-Salha to remember them and their legacy of service.

b #feedtheirlegacy: A united movement, by American Muslim leaders, to collect and distribute food 
to the hungry.
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Monetize Platforms and Pay for Services 

Monetize Platforms
Imam Suhaib Webb is very active and successful online. He invests in brand 
development by engaging a digital strategist, and being an early adopter of 
new technologies. He is on Periscope, a live streaming app released in early 
2015. Imam Webb has not monetized his platform, but if he wanted to he could 
because he is an online influencer with a proven brand. The scholar, Noaman Ali 
Khan has successfully monetized his platform, Bayyinah, with a pay for access 
to digital archive.  

Pay-for-Service
American Muslim communities depend heavily on volunteer services. To create 
an impact online while gainfully engaging youth, American Muslim institutions 
need to professionalize, and to adopt pay-for-service models. 

Being successful online requires expertise and strategy. Paying for specialty 
services—for example, digital strategists to manage strategy, tactical planning 
and implementation—will improve the quality and impact of online products. 
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Key Recommendations
1. Responsible Digital Citizenship

Target Audience: Parents, Board members, Imams, Youth directors, Chaplains, Youth organizations

Recommendation: Host internet safety and responsible digital citizen workshops annually at your Muslim center. 
Common Sense Media has relevant curricula and workshops.

Include customized content on radicalization prevention. Experts in this area include: Muflehun and Safe Nation 
Collaborative along with local police departments. 

Target Audience: Parents, Board members, Imams, Youth directors, Chaplains, Youth organizations

Recommendation: In the next year, add internet safety and responsible digital citizen modules/curricula to 
existing youth programming at your Muslim center.

Target Audience: Parents, Board members, Imams, Youth directors, Chaplains, Youth organizations

Recommendation: Establish a policy-making internet safety and responsible digital citizen workshops/training, 
which would be mandatory for any volunteer or employee at your Muslim center who works with people under 25.

2. Promote Education and Awareness on these Topics 

 Khutbahsc and Talking Points
Target: Imams, Board members 

Recommendation: Develop khutbahs to be delivered at least once annually at your Muslim center about 
deconstructing radicalization, pornography, child predators, and cyber bullying. 

Target: Youth directors, National youth organizations 

Recommendation: Within the next six months, create a call to action campaign to coordinate khutbahs on these 
topics, and develop and disseminate talking points for these khutbahs virally through social media. 

Target: Parents, Board members, Youth Directors

Recommendation: Within the next year, partner with organizations focused on teens and technology for ratings 
and review of apps/digital platforms, responsible digital citizen workshops, partnering opportunities, cyber bullying 
FAQs, digital literacy resources, etc.) For example, Kids in Mind (http://www.kids-in-mind.com/) and Common 
Sense Media (http://www.commonsensemedia.org).

c Khutbah: Sermon given during the Friday Noon Prayer.
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 Youth and Expert Developed Content 
Target Audience: National organizations and National youth organizations

Recommendation: In the next year, develop or source online multimedia toolkits with contents including:

•	FAQ/101s.
•	 talking points.
•	 khutbah templates.
•	 templates for policy and referral.
•	 language on how to have conversations on positive engagement and online safety.
•	useful federal, local, government, Muslim and faith-based websites, resources and helplines.
•	 internet safety guides.

Target Audience: National organizations and National youth organizations 

Recommendation: In the next year, create expert and celebrity talking points and videos for viral distribution as 
a counter to extremist messaging. 

Work with up to four well-known American Muslim scholars (including at least one woman) and subject matter 
experts to develop, refine and distribute his/her talking points (no more than five pages) about deconstructing 
radicalization on websites, social media, etc.

Work with youth-led production teams to develop repackaged videos of less than 10 minutes using existing 
presentation/talks on the subject. 

Virally disseminate these talking points and videos using personal and organizational social medial pages.

Target Audience: National organizations and National youth organizations 

Recommendation: In the next year, work with youth directors at Muslim centers across the country to fund and 
promote youth-developed content and campaigns on radicalization, sex education, cyber bullying.  

3. Promote and Affirm Positive Muslim Stories  
– Internally and Externally
Target audience: Imams, Board members, Youth directors, Chaplains, National youth organizations 

Recommendation: Conduct teen/emergent adult needs assessment annually. The goal of this is to understand the 
stories and communications programming teens/emergent adults relate to, and to create a roadmap. Use the lean 
canvas model – See this example from TOMS shoes (http://socialleancanvas.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/
SLC-for-Toms-Shoes-v2.pdf).

Target audience: Board members, Youth directors, Chaplains, National youth organizations 

Recommendation: In the next six months, host IRL (in real time) communications workshops focused on writing, 
blogging, social media, etc. 

Target audience: Youth directors 

Recommendation: In the next year, host a storytelling competition and/or a couple of storytelling meetups for 
youth at your Muslim center. These can be partnered events with organizations like the South Asian Journalists’ 
Association (www.saja.org), Muslim Writers Collective (http://www.muslimwriterscollective.com), and others. 
Solicit stories around a theme. 
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Target audience: Youth directors

Recommendation: Encourage youth to attend film and video making workshops like the Center for Asian 
American Media’s (CAAM) free Muslim Youth Voices workshop (http://caamedia.org/muslim-youth/).

4. Promote Parental and Adult Digital Literacy 
Target audience: Parents, Board members, Community 

Recommendation: Within the next years, host youth-led teen to parental/adult digital literacy awareness programs.

An example of this between teens and older adults is Mentor Up (www.mentorup.org). Mentor Up is an AARP 
(www.aarp.org) funded initiative to help older adults stay connected and adjust to the many challenges they face 
in today’s changing world. Using the same concept, a quick high-level program can be developed for teens to 
help their parents understand Snapchat, Periscope, Facebook, Instagram, and the other myriad of social media 
apps out there. 

Target audience: Parents, Board members, Community 

Recommendation: Within the next six months, create a resource list and repository to promote parental/adult 
digital literacy awareness. For example, Common Sense Media has research on media usage habits and reviews of 
online media (video, apps, social, media, etc). It also offers education to help bridge the digital divide—connecting 
families, and helping parents and teens to communicate more meaningfully in the online space. 

5. Fund Positive Youth Development/Engagement 
Target audience: Board members, Chaplains, National youth organizations 

Recommendation: In the next year, develop at least one media training program and/or send at least five interested 
and qualified teens and emergent adults for training in video production, post production, digital marketing, 
content creation, etc.

Target audience: Parents, Imams, Board members, Youth directors, Chaplains, National youth organizations  

Recommendation: In the next year, host at least one weekend Hackathon, or identify at least three microgrant 
funding projects with the goal of identifying and empowering 15–25 teens and emergent adults. The hackathon or 
microgrant funding would be project based with the intention of generating actionable projects for positive online 
engagement. 

6. Leverage Non-Digital Content Online
Target Audience: Imams, Board members, Youth directors, Chaplains and National youth organizations

Recommendation: In the next six months, repackage at least 20 hours of non-digital content online. Brick and 
mortar Muslim spaces host numerous discussion or speech based in-person events, and many also record these 
events. These events can be repackaged into shorter more youth-focused online content by youth-led production 
teams. 
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At this convening, ISPU brought forward some of 
this valuable research on American Muslim youth to 
establish context, and asked for the group’s input in 
developing strong recommendations. The convening 
was structured in three distinct parts: 

1. Take in research - On Saturday morning, 
to establish the research context for the 
convening, Dalia Mogahed and others from 
ISPU reviewed relevant research on American 
Muslim youth and young adult participation in 
congregations; and presented guidelines for 
actionable and effective recommendations.

2. Think creatively - Once the research context 
had been set, the larger group broke out into 
smaller groups for discussion using the world 
café method. Using this method, Saturday 
afternoon, the group engaged in six (6) 
constructive and dynamic groups discussions: 
four (4) 30-minute and two (2) 10-minute 
sessions. These sessions were facilitated, but 
free flowing to allow participants to ideate in 
small groups. 

3. Think pragmatically about actionable 
recommendations - After ideating for several 
hours, participants regrouped late Saturday 
afternoon and again on Sunday morning 
to develop and detail pragmatic actionable 
recommendations for each of the questions. 

Norm Creation 
At the start of the convening, the group established 
agreed upon norms for the weekend. These norms 
included: 

• Step back, step forward – to hear from as many 
voices as possible

• Be present – mute cell phones
• One mic – when someone is speaking, they are the 

only one speaking

APPENDIX 1: 
Scope Of Convening

• Avoid jargon – use accessible language, clarify 
what you are saying, don’t assume everyone 
understands acronyms and terminologies

• Express appreciation
• Brave space – be brave enough to dream and to 

say the things that don’t often get said
• Safe space – this is a place for respect and 

confidentiality
• Be open to others thoughts/ideas – “don’t yuck my 

yum”
• Be respectful of others religiosity – avoid using 

labels like moderate, conservative, etc.
• Respect time – be timely
• Coaching – ask questions to understand what 

people are saying
• Agree to a social contract of professional ethics
• Make ‘I’ versus ‘We’ statements – understand that 

participants are presenting their reality and that it 
may not be shared by everyone in the room

World Café Model 
The World Café is a simple, effective, and flexible format 
for hosting large group dialogue.22  The methodology is 
based on seven (7) integrated design principles:

1. Setting the Context

2. Creating Hospitable Space

3. Exploring Questions that Matter

4. Encouraging Everyone’s Contribution

5. Connecting Diverse Perspectives

6. Listening together for Patterns and Insights

7. Sharing Collective Discoveries23

The World Café model includes the following five (5) 
modifiable components: 

1. Setting: A café environment: round tables 
covered with paper, pens and a “talking stick.”
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2. Welcome and Introduction: A warm welcome 
and an introduction to the World Café process, 
context and etiquette.

3. Small Group Rounds: Three or more 
20-minute rounds of conversation per small 
group. At the end of the 20-minutes, each 
member of the group moves to a different 
new table. Conversations may or may not be 
hosted or facilitated.

4. Questions: Each round is prefaced with a 
question designed for the specific context and 
desired purpose of the session. The same 
questions can be used for more than one 
round.

5. Harvest: After the small groups and/or in 
between rounds individuals are invited to 
share insights or other results from their 
conversations with the rest of the large group.
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in 2008, 2009 and 2011. A 2009-10 Fellow of USC CRCC’s AMCLI (American Muslim Civic Leadership Institute), she has been 
a board member and advisor to the Muslim Democratic Club of New York; Muslim Voices: Arts and Ideas’ Festival; and The 
Domestic Crusaders, among others.

Participants 
Abubakr Abdul-Latif 
I am Abubakr Abdul-Latif born and raised Muslimin the heart of Brooklyn, NY. I have studied Islam in Syria, Morocco and 
Saudi Arabia. I’m presently a Coordinating Senior Chaplain for New York State Department of Corrections and Community 
Supervision, wherein I’ve worked for 13 years. I am also a Mentor and Family Support Worker for Mental Health Association 
in Orange County New York. I’m a holder of a Youth Mental Health First Aid certification, and I am completing my bachelor’s 
degree of Psychology at SUNY Empire State College. For many years, I have worked-in and around NYC--with Muslim and 
non-Muslim youth on several at-risk behaviors such as violence and drug abuse, etc.

Sameera Ahmed 
Sameera Ahmed is the Director of The Family & Youth Institute. She also serves as a Clinical Assistant Professor at Wayne State 
University, a Fellow at the Institute for Social Policy and Understanding, an Associate Editor for the Journal of Muslim Mental 
Health (JMMH), and a Board Licensed Psychologist in Ohio and Michigan. Her research includes risk behaviors and protective 
factors of Muslim adolescents and emerging adults; promoting culturally and religiously meaningful psychotherapy; and skills- 
based parenting and marital interventions to strengthen families. Dr. Ahmed is the Co-editor of Counseling Muslims: Handbook 
of Mental Health Issues and Interventions (Routledge, 2012). Dr. Ahmed holds a Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology, a M.S. in Biology, 
as well as a certificate in Family Life Education and has been involved in American Muslim youth development for over 25 years.

Sawssan Ahmed 
Dr. Sawssan R. Ahmed is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Psychology at California State University, Fullerton 
and a Volunteer Assistant Professor in the Department of Family Medicine and Public Health, Division of Global Health at 
University of California, San Diego. She completed her graduate work in clinical psychology at Wayne State University and 
postdoctoral training in developmental issues and health disparities at the University of California, Los Angeles and San Diego 
State University. Her research focuses on the role of socio-cultural risk and protective factors in physical and mental health, with 
a special interest in Arab Americans, adolescents and refugees. Her teaching and clinical interests include child and adolescent 
psychotherapy and cultural competence in working with people of color.

Laila Alawa 
Laila Alawa is the CEO of Coming of Faith, a digital media startup amplifying stories of minority women. Alawa works as the 
Secondary Investigator at ISPU’s American Muslims Elections 2016. Laila also works on government communications, and 
serves as the Lead Marketing Strategist for PushBrand Marketing. She writes regularly for Salon.com, The Guardian, The 
Huffington Post, and Mic.com, among others. Alawa is also an associate editor at The Islamic Monthly. She previously worked 
at Princeton University, conducting a study on Muslim American perceptions of belonging.
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Iyad Alnachef 
Iyad Alnachef is the Director of Muslim Youth of Grand Blanc. He’s also Founder of MYX, a consultancy institution that aims 
to help communities establish youth programs that are impactful, sustainable and institutionalized. He has more than fourteen 
years of experience in organizing community and youth development programs in the United States. His work experience took 
him from working as a local volunteer youth director in a community center in Michigan to working with the National Capital Area 
Council of the Boy Scouts of America to working with MYNA, the first national organization focused on serving Muslim American 
youth. He has been invited to speak at several national and international conferences on issues of youth and community 
development. Iyad earned his Masters in Youth Development from Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan.

Chris Abdur-Rahman Blauvelt 
Chris Abdur-Rahman Blauvelt is a passionate Muslim American entrepreneur committed to building up the global Muslim 
community to reach its full potential. He was born in Malaysia, raised in the United States and at the age of 16 became a Muslim 
through the influence of a friend and the Autobiography of Malcolm X. He received a masters in educational leadership and prior 
to starting LaunchGood was a teacher at one of the top boarding schools in the world, founded an Arabic non-profit, and was a 
producer for Bilal’s Stand, an award-winning Sundance film about an American Muslim. He started working on LaunchGood in 
2011 and launched the site in 2013. In just over a year LaunchGood has already helped raise over $2 million for more than 250 
projects across 23 countries, and has received the 2014 Islamic Economy Award in Dubai for best startup in the Muslim world. 

Ilhan Dahir 
Ilhan Dahir has a Bachelors Degree in Political Science and English from the Ohio State University. In her time at Ohio State, she 
has served as a mentor with the Program for Advising in Scholarship & Service (PASS) and founded Integrated Student Services, a 
community group dedicated to providing services for new citizens. She served as the Executive Secretary for the Collegiate Council 
on World Affairs while also working as an organizer with the youth powered grassroots organization, the Ohio Student Association. 
She is passionate about politics, service learning, educational justice and preserving civil liberties. Ilhan is especially interested 
in international security issues and has worked to combat worldwide radicalization concerns at the local level by organizing 
community engagement programs with the Department of Homeland Security Civil Rights and Civil Liberties division. In the coming 
year she will be travelling to Turkey on a Fulbright scholarship and plans on attending law school upon return to the United States.

Amin Gharad 
From 2010 to 2012, Amin Gharad served two terms as president of the Muslim Youth of North America (MYNA). A rising senior 
at Georgetown University, pursuing a double major in Arabic and Philosophy and minoring in Government, Amin is currently 
president of his campus’ branch of Amnesty International.

Tannaz Haddadi 
Tannaz Haddadi is a founder and president of the Board of Trustees of the Next Wave Muslim Initiative (NWMI), Inc., which works 
to engage the Muslim community in the Washington, D.C. Metropolitan Area. NWMI is an organization that provides an open 
platform supporting a variety of programs including community engagement, intellectual discourse, spiritual practice, and social 
consciousness. She is currently a Privacy Analyst at the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. Tannaz’s passion is to facilitate intra-
community dialogue to build bridges of understanding between Shi’as and Sunnis. She is an alternative dispute resolution practitioner 
with experience in collaborative consensus building within groups and organizations, and the application of such techniques to 
problem-solving models in various settings. She holds an MS in Conflict Analysis and Resolution from the School for Conflict Analysis 
and Resolution at George Mason University. During her undergraduate studies at GMU she majored in Philosophy & Religion.

Leena Hadied 
Dr.Leena Hadied is a clinical psychologist at the Center for Forensic Psychiatry. She received her M.A. and Ph.D. in clinical 
psychology from the University of Detroit Mercy. Her dissertation focused on examining the relationship between mental illness and 
juvenile delinquency as related to recidivism in adulthood, along with identification of risk and protective factors. Throughout her 
career, her research has focused on understanding the dialectics of ethnic identity in transitional Muslim families, with particular 
interest in the youth experience. In her private practice, she works closely with Muslim and non-Muslim youth to address identity 
issues, as well as general mental health concerns including: addiction, depression, anxiety, self-harm, and family conflict.

Hamada Hamid 
Hamada Hamid is a Senior Research Fellow and Former Director of the Center for Global Health at ISPU. He is also a Clinical 
Instructor in the Departments of Neurology and Psychiatry at Yale University. Dr. Hamid completed a dual residency in neurology 
and psychiatry and a Masters in Global Public Health at New York University, followed by a clinical research fellowship in epilepsy 
at Yale University. Dr. Hamid has published several articles and book chapters on neuropsychiatric illness, mental health policy 
in the Middle East, and the role of culture in mental illness across a diverse spectrum of Muslim populations. He is also the 
founding and current managing editor of the Journal of Muslim Mental Health. Dr. Hamid has served on the boards of Tamkeen, 
an Arab American social service agency, Muslim Mental Health, Inc., Muslim Family Services, and he is an affiliated faculty 
member for the Council of Middle East Studies at Yale University. 
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Sulaimaan Hamed 
Imam Sulaimaan Hamed serves as the resident Imam of the Atlanta Masjid of Al Islam, one of the largest Islamic centers in 
the southeast affiliated with the community of his late teacher, Imam W.D. Muhammad. A student of Religious Studies, he has 
taught Arabic and Islamic sciences at the Mohammed Schools and Islamic Theology and Islamic Law for the Faith Institute 
in Atlanta. He represents the new generation of teachers of Islamic Studies in America. Educated primarily in private Islamic 
Schools in the US, Hamed received his specialized training under the tutelage of the Grand Mufti Sheik Ahmed Kuftaro of 
Damascus, Syria at the Prestigious Abu Nour University. Completing courses in Jurisprudence , Arabic, Prophetic traditions, 
and Theology. He served as Imam of Masjid Fresno in California and assistant to Masjidul Waritheen of Oakland. Sulaimaan 
is passionate about the improvement of Islamic institutions of education. His publications include “Ramadan: The month of 
purification and self restraint.” Sulaimaan currently resides in Atlanta, GA with his wife and children.

Namira Islam 
Namira Islam is a lawyer and graphic designer, and Co-Founder/Executive Director of MuslimARC, the Muslim Anti-Racism 
Collaborative. She practiced in poverty law providing legal services to low-income individuals in Flint, MI, and has worked in 
prisoners’ rights litigation and interned at the trial and appellate levels in international criminal law and war crimes for the United 
Nations. She has served on the boards of multiple Muslim student organizations and has fundraised on behalf of Islamic Relief and 
charity: water, as well as for other causes. Namira has been tutoring and mentoring low-income students for nearly a decade, and 
has freelanced as a graphic designer for diverse clients in the United States and abroad since 2007. Born in Detroit to Bangladeshi 
parents, Namira is an alumna of the University of Michigan – Ann Arbor and the Michigan State University College of Law.

Saleem Khalid 
Imam Saleem Khalid was born and raised in Kalamazoo, Michigan. He moved to Detroit and attended Wayne State University. 
He began his professional career with Standard Federal Savings, now known as Bank of America. Mr. Khalid was Standard 
Federal’s first Muslim and African American Vice President. During this period of time he took his shahada, began his involvement 
with the Muslim community, and completed an Imams training program sponsored by the Muslim World League. His also has 
served as a consultant in both Saudi Arabia and Doha, Qatar. Immediately prior to returning to the Detroit area in July 2011, he 
represented Islamic Relief USA, nationally, as their Community Affairs Representative. He is actively involved in classes, talks, 
and lectures to Muslims and people of other faith traditions and has spoken at numerous events held at colleges, universities 
and Islamic Centers. He currently serves as the Executive Director of the Muslim Enrichment Project, a project providing 
educational and social support to new Muslims.

Amal Killawi 
Amal Killawi is a clinical social worker, researcher, and community educator. She serves as a scholar with the Institute for Social 
Policy & Understanding, and sits on the board of the Family & Youth Institute. She holds a Bachelors in Psychology, Masters 
in Social Work, and a Certificate in Sexual Health from the University of Michigan. She has a special interest in community- 
based participatory research and the provision of culturally competent care. Amal’s previous experience includes working as a 
counselor with college students and domestic violence survivors, conducting research on family and health challenges in the 
American Muslim community, and serving as an online counselor and writer.

Farhan Latif 
As El-Hibri Foundation’s President, Farhan Latif provides strategic leadership by working with the Board of Trustees and the staff 
to define and implement the Foundation’s long-range vision, goals, strategies and policies. He previously served as the Chief 
Operating Officer & Director of Policy Impact at the Institute for Social Policy and Understanding. During his time at ISPU, Mr. 
Latif worked with White House, Department of State, and Department of Homeland Security officials on a range of domestic and 
foreign policy issues. Prior to ISPU, he spent over a decade in higher education working at the intersection of building a culture 
of philanthropy and enabling access for underrepresented, low income, and first generation students. As a social entrepreneur, 
he founded Strategic Inspirations, a social impact consulting firm focused on strengthening the ability of nonprofit organizations 
to build capacity, create a culture of learning, catalyze innovation through philanthropy, and maximize impact. He holds an M.A. 
from Harvard University and a degree in Business Management and Marketing with graduate work in nonprofit management at 
the University of Michigan-Dearborn.

Khalid Latif 
Imam Khalid Latif is a University Chaplain for New York University, Executive Director of the Islamic Center at NYU, and a Chaplain 
for the NYPD. He was appointed the first Muslim chaplain at NYU in 2005. He was also appointed the first Muslim chaplain at 
Princeton University in 2006. Spending a year commuting between these two excellent institutions, he finally decided to commit 
full-time to New York University’s Islamic Center where his position was officially institutionalized in the spring of 2007. Under his 
leadership, the Islamic Center at NYU became the first ever Muslim student center at an institution of higher education in the 
United States. In 2007, Mayor Michael Bloomberg nominated Imam Latif to become the youngest chaplain in history of the New 
York City Police Department at the age of 24. Most recently, Imam Latif was selected as one of 60 NYC leaders to serve on May 
Bill Deblasio’s Transition Team, helping to recommend and select individuals for key roles in the current NYC administration and 
also appointed to a “Task Force to Combat Hate” by NYC Public Advocate Tisch James to deal with the rise in Islamophobic, 
anti-semitic and anti-sikh sentiment in NYC. 
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Edina Lekovic 
Edina Lekovic is the Muslim Public Affairs Council’s Director of Policy and Programming, where she oversees strategic initiatives 
in government and policy, media and communications, and leadership development. Edina has spoken in hundreds of national 
and international conferences, community events and interfaith dialogues on a variety of issues related to American Muslims. 
She has also had the opportunity to participate in a United Nations program on “Confronting Islamophobia” and the International 
Conference of Muslim Young Leaders, which served as a precursor to the annual conference of the Organization of Islamic 
Conference (OIC). She is co-founder and graduate of the American Muslim Civic Leadership Institute and also co-founded 
Elev8, an arts-based youth leadership development program. From 2004-2010, Edina served as MPAC’s Communications 
Director, and has appeared regularly in major media outlets, including CNN, MSNBC, Fox News, CBS Television, the Wall Street 
Journal, Washington Post, Associated Press, Chicago Tribune, and Los Angeles Times.

Shabana Mir 
Shabana Mir is the author of Muslim American Women on Campus: Undergraduate Social Life and Identity, published by the 
University of North Carolina Press. Shabana has taught Anthropology at Millikin University, IL, and graduate and undergraduate 
courses in Qualitative Research Methods, Social Foundations of Education, Anthropology, Diversity in Education, History of 
American Education, and Literature at Oklahoma State University, Indiana University, and Eastern Illinois University. Shabana Mir 
earned her Ph.D. in Education Policy Studies and Anthropology, with a concentration in Comparative Education, from Indiana 
University, Bloomington. She received the Outstanding Dissertation Award for her doctoral dissertation from the American 
Anthropological Association’s Council on Anthropology and Education. She conducted ethnographic fieldwork in the Washington, 
DC area, as Visiting Researcher at the Center for Muslim-Christian Understanding, Georgetown University. She also has an M.A. 
in English literature from Punjab University, Pakistan and an M.Phil. in Education from Cambridge University (UK).

Fatima Mirza 
Fatima Mirza, PhD, MSW, grew up in Northern Virginia and has been active in the Muslim community throughout her life. Her 
experiences and schooling have sensitized her to the complex interactions between individuals, families, and communities, 
especially for individuals who are members of minority racial and religious communities. She completed her Master’s in Social Work 
at Virginia Commonwealth University which helped her gain more experience working with young people and individuals who had 
experienced traumatic events. Fatima recently completed her Ph.D. in Social Work at the University of Maryland, Baltimore, gaining 
advanced training in research. Her dissertation research focused on improving our understanding of Muslim American youth identity 
and the factors related to Muslim American youth engagement in risk behaviors. More information about her research is available 
at: www.id-mosaics.com. She is currently a Supervisee in Social Work gaining postgraduate hours required for state licensure.

Hadia Mubarak 
Starting this fall, Hadia Mubarak will be teaching on Islam, gender, and the Quran at UNCC’s and Davidson College’s respective 
Religious Studies departments. She received her PhD in Islamic Studies from Georgetown University, where she specialized 
in gender in Islam, modern and classical Quranic Exegesis, Islamic law and modern Islamic movements. Mubarak previously 
worked as a Senior Researcher at the Center for Muslim-Christian Understanding at Georgetown University, a researcher at the 
Gallup Organization’s Center for Muslim Studies and a researcher with American University’s Islam in the Age of Globalization 
project. Mubarak received her Master’s degree in Contemporary Arab Studies with a concentration in Women and Gender from 
Georgetown University. In 2004, Mubarak was the first female to be elected as president of the Muslim Students Association 
National (MSA) since its establishment in 1963. She is regularly invited to speak on Islam, Muslim women and American Muslims 
at symposiums, conferences, and diverse religious institutions across the country.

Habeeb Quadri 
Habeeb Quadri is an Educator, Author, and Youth Activist. He has a Bachelor in Teaching of History and a Masters in School 
Administration. He currently is taking a few courses a year at the Harvard University Graduate School of Education – Principal 
Center, where he works as part-time staff in their professional development programs. In addition to his teaching and 
administrative experience in public and private schools, Habeeb has delivered hundreds of lectures throughout the United 
States, Canada and abroad on Islam, society, and social problems confronting Muslim youth and the community at large for the 
last 15 years. Habeeb is currently on the National Advisory Board for MYNA (Muslim Youth of North America) , CISNA (Council 
of Islamic School of North America), Cook County Sheriff Muslim Advisory Board, Illinois Coalition of Non-Public School, IQRA 
Foundation and in the past for the Dean of Depaul School of Education. 

Kameelah Rashad 
Kameelah is the Founder of Muslim Wellness Foundation (MWF), an organization dedicated to reducing stigma associated with 
mental illness, addiction and trauma in the American Muslim community through dialogue, education and training. Kameelah also 
serves as the Interfaith Fellow & Muslim Chaplain at the University of Pennsylvania. As Chaplain, Kameelah acts as a counselor 
and advisor to the Muslim students on campus and facilitates discussions on religious identity development and challenges faced 
by American Muslim youth. Kameelah is a 2014 Ariane deRothschild Fellow, recipient of the 2014 Student Multiculturalism and 
Education Awards from the Pennsylvania Psychological Association. National Council for Behavioral Health has selected Kameelah 
for the prestigious 2015 Mental Health First Aid Community Impact Award. In February 2015, she was one of 14 American Muslim 
Leaders invited to attend a roundtable discussion with President Obama (and other Senior officials) at the White House. Kameelah 
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graduated from the University of Pennsylvania with a BA in Psychology and M.Ed in Psychological Services. She earned a second 
Masters in Restorative Practices & Youth Counseling (MRP) from the International Institute for Restorative Practices and a post-
Masters certificate in Family Therapy. Kameelah is a certified instructor in Adult, Youth and Higher Education Mental Health First 
Aid. She is also pursuing her doctorate in Clinical Psychology at Chestnut Hill College in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Mika’il Stewart Saadiq 
Imam Mika’il Stewart Saadiq is a fifteen-year teacher of Social Studies at Detroit’s Al-Ikhlas Training Academy. Imam Mika’il is 
a married father of five who resides in Detroit. Born and raised on the west side of Detroit, he went on to study sociology and 
political science at Prairie View A&M University. After accepting Islam at 21 years of age, he immersed himself in Islamic activism 
and began studying under local and internationally renowned Imams and scholars. He is the President of Al-Aqabah Islamic 
Community Center in Detroit, a Police Chaplain, a member of the Michigan Muslim Community Council Imam’s Committee, and 
is involved in several community service projects and activities. Imam Mika’il is known for his real, but sophisticated, lectures 
and writings on minority and youth social issues. In 2013, he became the first Muslim to offer the invocation for a Michigan State 
Senate session. In late 2014, he received international notoriety when he organized over 65,000 people in a 24 hour social 
media blackout called the National Black Day of Silence.

Joshua Salaam 
Joshua Salaam was born in Camden, New Jersey in 1973. He was raised by a single mother who kept him very involved in 
every community they lived in. His mother was responsible for his involvement in MYNA (Muslim Youth of North America) from its 
inception in 1985. Joshua has continued to work with MYNA for over 20 years as a participant and a counselor. He helped start 
MYNA Raps in 1992, which later lead to the creation of the international music group Native Deen. Joshua entered the military 
in 1995 and served as a Police officer at an Air Force Base in North Carolina. In the military he was able to serve as a D.A.R.E. 
Officer (Drug Abuse Resistance Education) for local elementary schools. Joshua’s ability to be creative with youth earned him 
the “Most Outstanding Member” in the 36th North Carolina D.A.R.E. Seminar. After the military he worked for Wayne County in 
North Carolina to provide drug resistance education to youth from low-income families. Joshua has returned his focus to youth 
work and is working at ADAMS Center in Northern Virginia as the Youth Director since 2007.

Fatima Salman 
Fatima Salman has been closely involved in Muslim American activism since her early youth. She was president of MYNA 
in 1994 and became head of the MSA’s Tarbiyya committee in 1995. Her visit to Damascus in 1997 was a transformative 
experience for her and led to her regularly traveling back and forth in the following years in which she studied Islamic theology, 
history, Shafi’i jurisprudence, the prophetic biography, and spirituality. She also received a certification in Quranic recitation in 
1997 through Shaykh Abul Hasan al-Kurdi. Fatima Salman has since then been teaching her own classes while continuing her 
involvement with various Muslim American organizations, such as the Majlis Youth Committee for the Islamic Society of North 
America (ISNA) of which she is currently a member. She also serves as the Central Zone representative for ISNA, sits on the 
West Bloomfield Diversity Committee and on the board of the Michigan Muslim Community Council. She holds a Bachelor of 
Science degree in Arabic from the University of Michigan and is currently starting a Master’s degree in social work with a focus 
on community organization and management from the same institution.

Sayeed Siddiqui 
Sayeed Siddiqui is a freshman studying math and computer science at Ohio State University. He has been involved with 
MYNA (Muslim Youth of North America) since he was in 14 in various capacities. He is currently serves as the programs chair, 
overseeing camps, conferences, and other MYNA programs, and is the incoming president.

Madiha Tahseen 
Dr. Madiha Tahseen received her doctorate in Applied Developmental Psychology at the University of Maryland, Baltimore 
County (UMBC). Tahseen received her M.A. in Developmental Psychology in May 2009 from UMBC, and her B.A. in Psychology 
in May 2005 from University of Maryland, College Park. She is currently an adjunct professor at UMBC and a member of the 
The Family & Youth Institute and IAMY. She is also an executive Board member of a non-profit organization, Stones To Bridges 
(stonestobridges.org), which aims to provide an anonymous online platform for Muslim youth to address their emotional, social 
and behavioral needs. Tahseen’s dissertation was on the identity experiences of Muslim-American adolescents living in a heated 
sociopolitical context. Her research interests include: individual and group identity development, parenting, acculturation, and 
risk and protective factors of Muslim adolescents’ healthy development.

Suhaib Webb 
Imam Suhaib Webb is an American Muslim Imam, serving as a Resident Scholar for Make Space in Washington DC, and is 
the founder of the Ella Collins Institute of Islamic and Cultural studies. He is a Graduate of University of Central Oklahoma with 
a background in Education & Al-Azhar University from the College of Shariah (Islamic Jurisprudence). Imam Suhaib strongly 
advocates for an authentic articulation of the American Muslim identity & a proponent of understanding the various challenges 
facing the American Muslim community by finding solutions based on an Authentic American Muslim experience.
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Sarrah Buageila 
Sarrah Buageila has recently joined ISPU as the Research Project Manager. Sarrah has spent the previous eleven years at the 
Institute for Social Research at the University of Michigan where she has worked as an Interviewer, Research Assistant, and Project 
Manager within the Project Design and Management Group. She primarily worked on the National Survey of Family growth, a study 
of the National Center for Health Statistics. Sarrah has co-authored papers for the International Field Directors and Technologies 
Conference and the American Association for Public Opinion Research Conference. She has a Bachelor’s Degree in Sociology and 
has completed Graduate work towards a Masters of Liberal Arts in American Studies. She is also a trained Life Coach and uses her 
training to teach young women empowerment through self-development.

Patrick Cates 
Patrick Cates is Senior Communications Officer at ISPU. Over the past decade, Patrick has served the organization as an event 
management, technology, communications and philanthropy consultant. Patrick transitioned to the non-profit sector after spending 
more than ten years in business development, helping startups and small businesses scale to regional enterprises. Patrick’s 
experiences focused on expanding business capacity, crafting corporate branding and developing new business models. Patrick has 
been instrumental in fostering foundation partnerships and technical grant writing for ISPU. He was the recipient of the Henry Ford II 
endowed scholarship award and University of Michigan Dearborn distinguished leadership award.

Butheina Hamdah 
Butheina Hamdah is Development Associate at ISPU where she helps manage ISPU’s individual donor related development strategy 
and donor engagement and assists in all aspects of both fundraising and research dissemination events. She also provides executive 
assistance to the Chairman of the Board of Directors on strategic initiatives. She comes from a wide background of community 
organizing, fundraising and youth mentorship in Northwest Ohio and Southeastern Michigan. Hamdah holds a B.A. in Political 
Science and an M.A. in Political Science with a concentration in International Relations at the University of Toledo.

Iffa Kazi 
Iffa Kazi is the Senior Development and Research Dissemination Officer at ISPU. Prior to joining our team, Ms. Kazi worked in the fields of 
strategic planning, performance analysis, and non-profit development and project management. She is a proven community organizer and 
was at the top of her class at the Michigan Development Institute, a program to cultivate development officers. Ms. Kazi brings years of 
experience in the areas of community and non-profit event organizing to ISPU. She also spends time volunteering in her local community 
as a youth mentor and program organizer. Ms. Kazi holds a BA in Economics from UM-Dearborn where she was the recipient of numerous 
academic and leadership awards. She is currently pursuing graduate work in Business Administration at Wayne State University.

Faiqa Mahmood 
Faiqa Mahmood is a visiting fellow with the South Asia program at the Stimson Center, and a consultant at the Institute of Social 
Policy and Understanding (ISPU). Ms. Mahmood has also conducted research for think tanks in Egypt and Lebanon. Her writings 
have appeared in Foreign Policy’s South Asia Channel, Georgetown Security Studies Review, The Fletcher Forum of World Affairs, and 
Pakistan Review of International Law and Human Rights, among others. Ms. Mahmood graduated from The Fletcher School of Law 
and Diplomacy with a focus on International Security Studies and Southwest Asia and Islamic Civilization. Ms. Mahmood earned her 
Bachelor of Laws (LLB) from the University of London’s International Program in Pakistan at The Institute of Legal Studies, Islamabad. 
She completed the Bar Practitioner Training Course (BPTC) at City Law School, City University, London. Previously, Ms. Mahmood 
taught second-year law students as part of the University of London’s International Program in Pakistan. She is a licensed attorney at 
the Islamabad High Court, Pakistan and has been called to the Bar of England and Wales.

Dalia Mogahed 
Dalia Mogahed is the Director of Research at ISPU where she develops, leads and executes ISPU’s community-focused research 
strategy. Mogahed is former Executive Director of the Gallup Center for Muslim Studies, where she led the analysis of surveys of 
Muslim communities worldwide. With John L. Esposito, she coauthored the book Who Speaks for Islam? What a Billion Muslims 
Really Think. President Barack Obama appointed Mogahed to the President’s Advisory Council on Faith-Based and Neighborhood 
Partnerships in 2009. She is a frequent expert commentator in global media outlets and international forums. She is also the CEO 
of Mogahed Consulting. Mogahed earned her BS in chemical engineering at the University of Wisconsin and was a Dean Scholar 
earning her MBA at the Katz Graduate School of Business at the University of Pittsburgh. 

Meira Neggaz 
Meira Neggaz is the Executive Director at ISPU, where she is responsible for the institution’s overall leadership, strategy, and growth. 
Meira works to build and strengthen ISPU’s relationships with community leaders, policy makers, scholars, partner institutions and 
stakeholders to broaden the reach of ISPU’s research and to increase the impact of the organization’s mission. Before joining ISPU, 
Meira was the Senior Program Officer for Marie Stopes International (MSI), a leading, UK-based organization working in 42 countries. 
There, she led and managed programs in multiple countries, developed partnerships with key stakeholders and partner institutions, 
and managed key grants and donor relationships. Formerly, Meira was the first Executive Director of WINGS in Guatemala, where she 
grew the organization from its infancy to become a national leader in the health sector, and the Guatemala Country Representative for 
Curamericas, establishing country presence and leading a USAID funded child survival project. She holds a BA from Huron University in 
London and a Master of Arts in Law and Diplomacy from the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University.
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